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Get the Kindle version of my CCNP ROUTE Study Guide FREE when you purchase the hard copy

edition!The CCNP ROUTE 300-101 exam is generally considered the toughest of the CCNP exams,

and my study guide is guaranteed to help you pass this exam AND be prepared to work with Cisco

routers in real-world environments!With my fully-illustrated guide, you'll master advanced OSPF

configs, complex route redistribution scenarios, VPNs, important network security features, and the

monster that trips up so many on the CCNP ROUTE exam -- BGP!(Frankly, the BGP section alone

is worth the cost of the book!)I'm going to help you master these topics and earn your CCNP with

my crystal-clear, BS-free CCNP ROUTE 300-101 Study Guide!This study guide is absolutely

packed with configurations and screen shots from REAL Cisco routers, and many of the examples

and labs in this book come from real-world situations that I and other network admins have faced

personally.My study guides have helped CCNP candidates earn their certifications for over 10 years

- and now I'm ready to do the same for you. Let's hear from just a few of the thousands of students

who loved my previous CCNP ROUTE Study Guide (all quotes from  reviews):"I love Chris Bryant's

CCNP ROUTE Study Guide! It gets straight to the point and avoids the annoying technobabble. He

brings it down to a VERY readable level for everyone and covers everything under the sun." "Out of

all the CCNP ROUTE material that I have, I must say, this is one of the best, if not the best, CCNP

ROUTE study guides out there. The instructor, Mr. Bryant is extremely sharp at explaining complex

topics about the CCNP ROUTE exam." "Along the way I have read textbooks by Todd Lammle,

Cisco Press as well as others. While I do not discredit these authors, I do find that the Bryant

Advantage material is much easier to digest and understand. The CCNP Route study guide

explained concepts that I found difficult to grasp, compared to similar lessons covered by other

authors."With my clear, comprehensive, straight-to-the-point illustrated lectures, and plenty of

real-world labs, you'll be better prepared for the CCNP ROUTE exam than you ever thought

possible.Thanks for making my book part of your CCNP success story!Let's get started! Chris
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Chris writes amazing content. The march 29th release date was perfect as my Cisco Cert

expirations snuck up on me and I realized that I would lose all my certs come May 24th. I thought

how could I cram a cert in really fast and what course material could I use to make sure any holes

were shored up prior to the exam.I immediately went to the guy who wrote material that helped me

pass the CCNA first try with only a weekend of study and GNS3 to practice on.Now I have a stack of

C3850's and I have some more time. Having already skimmed the book I can say that at $9.99 this

course is a steal. I hate how 's E-book price policy forces authors to price so low because this book

is easily worth $50 dollars.The nice thing about Chris's writing is it keeps you engaged. I can't stand

the Cisco Press books that were obviously written by someone who either has no personality and is

secretly a robot or was born in a country completely isolated from any American references.For

those of you looking to learn fast, to be engaged, and to have something written by someone who is

passionate about Cisco Education this is the book for you.Thanks Chris for writing this, I'm gonna

go share your link on a couple forums I frequent.-Phil

The content is great. I like his writing style. He explains things well. What I didn't like was the hard

copy of the book. It was too big and poorly published. I ended up reading the whole book on my free

Kindle version. I'm definitely going to purchase the switch guide but I'm just sticking with the digital

copy.

This is truly a great book to use for study material or a refresher. Love all his stuff! Been waiting for

Chris to put out book for a long time and here it is. I have several of his courses and this is one

more to add to my Library. Highly recommend it!!!!!!!



After trying to use different authors for CCNP material, I came back to Chris. His video lectures are

awesome and this is the first time I've purchased his study guide via kindle. All the features work

great and the table of contents is on point and easy to navigate. I passed the Switch exam mainly

because he made concepts so easy to understand in his videos. I'm hoping to take Route in two

weeks now thanks to Chris's great teaching giving me confidence in passing.

A really great book, but it would be cool if they also provided the book as a PDF so cli commands

could be copy pasted.His analysis us spot on, the labs obviously connect with the reading materials

and support your learning effectively.

Very good study guide. One criticism is that the lab setups are so different for each topic, I was

reconfiguring GNS all the time to keep up. But overall a very solid book. But as with all test

preparation (and learning a new skill in general) never take one authors view on a topic. I always

read at least two books for each exam.

I love this book!!!! CCNP route is a stepping stone, Chris does an amazing job in simplifying many

concept.I reproduce every lab in GNS3 which Chris is showing in the book page after page. Many

other books (Even from Cisco Press) are over-complicated and impossible to read. I'm happy that

author like Chris exists to help us network engineer.

I started on the EIRGP portion of this book and immediately knew it was great. Its so much easier to

understand and the examples are amazing. Its not just a screenshot of the configuration after the

fact. I highly recommend this book although more than one source should be used for studying.
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